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 Dear Colleagues, Farriers and Veterinary Surgeons, 

 

 We cordially inform you that our 4th International Congress on Equine Podiatry, 

that will take place during forthcoming May 16th to 18th 2024, in the beautiful city of 

Jerez de la Frontera-Spain, IS ON ITS WAY !! 

 

 

 

 

This 4th edition will offer fantastic opportunities to explore once more, the 

complexities of equine podiatry, and all the updates.  Bringing together farriers and 

equine veterinarians, with more than 15 great experts and researchers.  



 

 

Sharing knowledge and ideas on the latest advances in this field. Be it through 

intensive practical sessions each and every day, as by conferences and lectures, in one 

of the most modern halls in Europe. 

 

 

 

Confirmed lecturers and demonstrations by: 

Sue Dyson, Sebastien Caure, Gabriel Manso, Manuel Novales, David Argüelles,   

Urszula Krzanowska, Jenny Hagen, Monique Craig, Rob Renirie, Domenico Cellaro, 

Alejandro Moscoso, Sergio Perez, David Ibañez, Aksel Vibe, Rodrigo Fernández with 

special collaboration: Hans Castelijns, Eugenio Cillán and Josef Lubber. 

  

Side by side we will have the enormous opportunity to have an exhibition hall, for all 

the exhibition and commercial stands, connected with a typical Southern “patio” with 

practical demo site. 

 

 



 

 

  

Being convinced that this will be a unique opportunity, not only to obtain the latest 

news, updates and state of the art, but also intensive exchange of ideas between 

colleagues, we encourage you to inscribe early.   

Last edition, 2016 had more than 300 participants. Don´t be late! 

 

Finally, and not to forget, be aware of the unique touristic attractions of Jerez de la 

Frontera and the whole region.  A stone's throw away from Sevilla, Cadiz and beautiful 

beaches like San Luca de Barrameda, Chiclana, etc. As the local impressive 

gastronomy.   

Ideal to take a few days extra to visit  Andalucia * 

 

 

We  are convinced you should not miss this extraordinary event and opportunity, 

where we expect great foreign attendance too, 

 

As in former editions the contact person: 

 

Patricia Cayado,  

Telephone:  0034 659 917 365 

Email:  congresopodologia@gmail.com 



 

 

FaceBook: https://www.facebook.com/congreso.podologiaequina 

 

And you can also always contact any of the organizing committee: 

 

David Canes, 

Telephone: 0034 678 437 500 

 

Gaspar Castelijns, 

Telephone: 0034 635 560 322 

 

Jordi Crusellas, 

 Telephone: 0034 690 624 409 

 

Jose María Galafate, 

Telephone: 0034 609 511 243 

 

 

*Continuous updates on congress will follow every month. 

 

 

 


